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Herr der ringe die schlacht um mittelerde 2 edain mod

Greetings, companions of Edain! Today we want to present to you the new build-system of the second orc realm: Goblin-Town.Seven and a half years ago, we showed you the first impressions of the reworked Misty Mountains and explained our goals behind the faction design: The player will be able to call upon the
Goblin Dwellings of Moria, Gundabad, and Goblintown. Each of these three will offer specialized units and strategies, so if the player wants to unleash the faction's full potential, he has to command over all of the Misty Mountains!One of the biggest features of our plan was that the Misty Mountains were to offer a unique
variation of the fixed buildplot system, allowing free construction to an extent in order to reflect the faction's wild and chaotic identity and offering an interesting and unique playing style.Early on during development, we encountered technical difficulties when we tried to implement our initial plans. Freely building the camps
of the three Goblin Dwellings did not work smoothly in a lot of cases and often times, buildplots would just disappear. This meant we had to scrap the premise of freely building camps. But instead of giving up, we doubled down on keeping the less restrictive build style and even enhancing it further.For that reason,
Goblin-Town will not be constructed as a base, but as a single building. Each builder can construct a single Goblin-Town Tunnel, which then allows further expansion for the player in an area around it. With the help of scaffoldings, the player can construct buildings in vicinity of the central hub and thus create a massive,
interconnected Goblin-Town encampment. The Goblin-Town Tunnel The new Goblin-town Tunnel The model of the Goblin-Town Tunnel has been reworked, and now fits the role of a central building for Goblin-Town much better. Similar to the other new buildings, the Tunnel also heavily features a lot of scaffoldings. Of
particular importance is the semicircular scaffolding that surrounds the Tunnel - because the buildings need to be connected, you can only build additional structures on this side of the Tunnel.From that semicircular scaffolding, a connected path of scaffoldings can be constructed, at which end is one of the other Goblin-
Town buildings. This works similar to how walls are dragged from one wall hub to another. The difference is that in this case, at the end of the scaffoldings are no wall hubs, but the Tunnel and another Goblin-Town structure. Scaffoldings connecting to the Goblin-town Tunnel This way, all of Goblin-towns buildings are
interconnected and form a huge, wild and chaotic base. We created different types of scaffolding to make the base look more diverse. We also made sure that all of the new Goblin-town buildings seamlessly fit with the scaffoldings and don't have dead ends. Scaffoldings connecting to a Loot Hoard And if a player wants
to, he can even build a Goblin-Town base consisting of multiple Tunnels: A massive Goblin-Town base consisting of multiple Tunnels and several buildings But the Tunnel itself wasn't the only building that was reworked. In case you missed it, here are the new models for the Loot Hoard and the Slave Lair: The reworked
Slave Lair The new Loot Hoard In part II, we will take a closer look at the buildings, units and of course the Great Goblin. We hope you like the new build-system for Goblin-Town and are as always looking forward to your feedback!Your Edain Team Page 2 10 TheMost says Oct 19 2010 Agree Disagree You could think
im exxagerating the value of this mod,but i can only tell you : try with your hands. Edain mod is without any doubt the best RTS based on the LotR series,and,but this is just my opinion,the best RTS overall. While being much more true to tolkien than any other EA's work,it combines great complexity with good-balance in
an excellent way. But what,above all things,makes this mod stand out are the models of the units,heroes and buildings,just take a look to the gallery on the site. Edain mod has everything in order to be BfmeIII,and while i know it is doomed to remain a mod,even though one of the greatest mod ever,i can understand that
the creators have talent,and that they are being able to creat a masterpiece only with their passion. I don't want to make any spoiler,i would ruin everything. But i heavily suggest you to try this mod,even if you aren't a LotR fan. It is worth it. 10 yamsinacan says Feb 6 2010 Agree Disagree This review is for the mod "The
Edain Mod." Many mods add 1 faction. Other mods add units. Only the grand mods reworks nearly every skin, changes gameplay in a radical way, and adds factions all at once. The Edain Mod is certainly a grand mod. Not only are you offered a mod filled with beautiful skins for units, but also a mod that overwhelms
your mind set for Rise of the Witch King. The gameplay is completely knew and unique. Games will last longer thanks to stronger structures. Heroes are no longer suicide pieces sent into battle that can be brought back at full strength, but are rather put in a weaker state to punish you for losing them, as well as reward the
other player for killing them. The Ring Hero system is fantastic, abolishing the bland system used in The Rise of the Witch King, as each faction has a unique ring hero, and many have more than one. This offers you to deviate from the regular path for your ring hero. The skins are fantastic, and they are constantly
updated. Many of the skins, I expect, will be replaced with even better ones as the mod's skinners get more experienced. The skins are breath taking. As well, the support is amazing. You will get quick answers from the team, and even the fellow community. The mod is not dying anytime soon, as the team is full,
working, and constantly updating their progress for the commmunity. It is hard to understand how these guys have already released near 10 beta's of the mod. The mod has grown so complex, and their is still more to come. As of now, this is the most active and efficient producing mod for the ENTIRE BFME series. I have
not even gone into detail about the inns in the mod, or the complex hero evolution many heroes have, nor have I mentioned some of the more unique game mechanics that make the mod so unique. 10/10 For many things including: -Unique Ring Hero System -Unique and Original Gameplay -Beautiful skinning and art -A
spectacularly developed campaign -Organized multiplayer 10 Be_Sto_Chen says Nov 16 2010 Agree Disagree Best Mod for BfME II RotWK 10 jacek2144 says Nov 14 2010 Agree Disagree Awesome mod Zero minud 100% plus but its german.but you can play in it method trail and error so hope you make new version
soon with loot of cool stuff 10 deathteam15 says Nov 16 2010 Agree Disagree I have given this mod 10/10 as I think that, well,this mod is amazing. The new skins, except for a few (THE ANGMAR RANGERS SKIN!) are of very high quality, the new units add a lot more diversity to the game, and the new factions are very
enjoyable to play. Also, I expect that this mod will seem ALOT better once it is translated, and i'm afraid for now i'm going to stick with the RJ-mod, until Edain is in English. (I know what this mod is like as I downloaded it to test it out, and thouroughly enjoyed it(as I said above)(except for the fact that it's in German and
the Angmar ranger skin, which seriously needs sorting, but am now back to RJ) Thanks, keep up the good work, and please look at the Angmar ranger skin! ;) 10 GandalfTheWhihe says Jul 30 2012 Agree Disagree Epic mod, only a fool could play this and not see how amazing this is. Without this mod ROTWK would be
nothing. I don't speak German but i still love this mod. Hats off to the edain team! 10 Keeper-Orsaa says Jun 19 2011 Agree Disagree this mod is better (in my opinion) than any mod i have ever seen or game for that matter i love it! 10 mbaker says Jul 1 2012 Agree Disagree this mod is outstanding although the English
translation is a long way from being done if your going to let a different language stop you from enjoying this masterpiece then i feel sorry for you i don't understand a word of German but i and my two friends have been playing this mod for 2 months now and its amazing you will eventually get the hang of it without
needing to read descriptions granted it is a pain but it is well worth it every faction has its own uniqueness and feel without much balancing problems and every hero is also unique you would be hard pressed to find a hero who has the same abilities as another i give this mod a 10 for its creativity and the developers
resolve to get as close as the books as possible. 10 Drillbitfelix says Jan 22 2012 Agree Disagree Excellent Mod cant wait for the english translation 10 saruman_the_wise says Sep 2 2012 Agree Disagree No reviews were found matching the criteria specified. We suggest you try the review list with no filter applied, to
browse all available. Join now to share your own content, we welcome creators and consumers alike and look forward to your comments.
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